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Abstract
We propose LicenseScript as a new multi-set rewriting/logic based language for expressing dynamic conditions of use of digital assets such as music, video or private data. LicenseScript differs
from the other DRM languages in that it caters for the intentional but legal manipulation of data.
We believe this feature is the answer to providing the flexibility needed to support emerging usage
paradigms of digital data.
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Introduction

Most information, such as books, music, video, personal data and sensor readings (we generalize this
information as data), is intended for a specific use. This specific use should conform to particular terms
and conditions, which are often governed by licenses. To describe a license, a specific language is needed.
In fact, the last few years have witnessed a proliferation of Digital Rights Languages (DRL). These are
usually based on XML, e.g. XrML [7] (www.xrml.org) and ODRL [8] (www.odrl.net).
It is now widely acknowledged that the above-mentioned XML-based DRLs have some important
shortcomings: (1) the syntax is complicated and obscure when the conditions of use become complex,
(2) these languages lack a formal semantics [5, 11]; the meaning of licenses relies heavily on the human
interpretation, and (3) the language cannot express many useful copyright laws [10].
Gunter et al [5] overcome some of the drawbacks by introducing an abstract model and language
with a corresponding formal semantics. Pucella and Weissman [11] follow up Gunter et al ’s effort with
more rigour. They reason about the licenses and the user’s actions with respect to the licenses; this is
done by means of a temporal deontic logic.
However, none of the DRL introduced so far are flexible enough to accommodate the sophisticated
conditions of use that are needed for real use. Consider, for instance, the following two scenarios:
DJs Nowadays, anyone can compose, edit, and distribute music and videos. In fact, the success that
DJs are having in the media world demonstrates that there is a clear need for a system that allows
copyrighted music to be lawfully clipped, mixed, edited, and later be played in public and sold on
the market.
Games Multiplayer network games are poised to become a multi million $ industry. For instance, the
massively multiplayer online role-playing games (MMORPG) industry is booming in Korea: In
2002 the revenues created by MMORPG reached approximately USD 1.76 billions (Press Release
dated 03 Feb 2003, by Global Information Inc. www.gii.co.jp). An interesting aspect of these
games is that gamers may create and use their own data (e.g. characters, virtual belongings, etc.)
within the game. Trading of virtual characters is already reality, leading to a situation in which
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characters belonging to different owners are integral part of a game, the rights of which belong to
a third party. There is a strong need for a DRL that allows a gamer to create, share, edit and
re-sell digital characters, and that takes care of the lawful integration of digital goods belonging
to different owners.
The scenarios above require a licensing language that is capable of capturing the evolution of data
and the corresponding licenses. Additionally, the licensing language should be able to capture the
intention of copyright laws, such as: (1) Fair use (reproduction in copies for purposes of education,
and critiques, etc.), (2) Exemption of Public Display (public display and performance of copyrighted
content), (4) Ephemeral Recordings (for local transmissions, security or archival preservation), etc.
These have become one of the main requirements of DRL yet the scope of the current DRLs is limited
to rights expression [10].
Licenses should prevent unauthorised used, but at the same time should provide a flexible userfriendly tool for accessing content. For instance, a user who rightfully downloads a piece of music on
her laptop may legitimately expect to be able to play it in the car as well, or to let her friends listen
to it. Therefore, licenses should be bound to an authorized domain, rather than to a person or to a
device. The concept of authorized domain was introduced by the DVB consortium (www.dvb.org), and
is discussed in detail by Van den Heuvel et al. [13]. State-of-the-art languages do not address this issue.
In this paper, we propose LicenseScript, a language that is able to express conditions of use of
dynamic and evolving data in authorized domains. LicenseScript is based on (1) multiset rewriting,
which is able to capture the dynamic evolution of licenses, (2) logic programming, which captures the
static terms and conditions on a licence, and (3) a judicious choice of the interfacing mechanism between
the static and dynamic domains. LicenseScript makes it possible to express a multitude of sophisticated
usage patterns precisely and clearly. The formal basis of LicenseScript (Multiset rewriting and logic
programming) provides for a concise and explicit formal semantics.
The organization of the remainder of the paper is as follows: Section 2 explains the LicenseScript
language, and the formal basis. Section 3 demonstrates some examples for the DJ system. Section 4
elaborates the related work of rights languages. Section 5 concludes the paper and discusses future
work. In the Appendix, we compare our system to that of Pucella et al. [11], by showing how a central
example of [11] can be rendered in the LicenseScript.
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Preliminaries

As mentioned earlier, LicenseScript is based on multiset rewriting; licensed data is bound to the terms
in the multiset. Furthermore, we also use logic programming for the specification of licenses; the reader
is thus assumed to be familiar with the terminology and the basic results of the semantics of logic
programs [1, 9]. In particular, we borrow the concept of SLD-resolution: we write P ` SLD Q when
there is a successful SLD-derivation for goal (or query) Q in program P . This basically means that the
execution of the query Q in the program P yields to success.
Also, since terms in the multiset may contain variables, we need to fix the notation: we use words that
start with uppercase (X, Y, ...) to denote variables, and lowercase (music piece, video track, expires, ...)
to denote constants. We also use the typewriter font to denote Prolog code.

2.1

Licenses

A license defines the terms and conditions of use for music, videos etc. Therefore, a license contains at
least two relevant items of information: (i) a reference to the data that is being licensed, and (ii) the
conditions of use on that data.
In our formalism, a license is represented by a term of the form lic(content, ∆, B) (see also Figure 1),
where:
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Figure 1: The transformation of licenses with content and bindings in a multiset caused by rules.
• content is a unique identifier representing the data the license refers to.
• ∆ is a set of clauses, i.e., a Prolog program. This program defines when certain operations (like
play) are allowed.
• B is a set of bindings, i.e., a set containing elements of the form name ≡ value. For instance
{expires ≡ 10/10/2003} is a bindings set.
Bindings are needed to have a flexible way of storing counters and modifiable data. A license could
be regarded as a database in which ∆ is the intensional part, while B is the extensional one.
In order to interface licenses with the external world, we have to define an interface, i.e., a set of
reserved calls that form the “API” of the license. The precise definition of this interface is beyond
the scope of this paper. However, in the sequel, we use one particular call (from now reserved) called
canplay(·); this term is used to indicate when a license allows a given piece of music to be played: if
the query canplay(B, B 0) succeeds in the program ∆, this means that the license lic(a, ∆, B) allows
the piece a to be played. Notice that we passed the set of bindings B as an argument to the query. As
output we get B 0 , the new set of bindings that hold after the operation has been carried out.
Example 1
1. The license lic(mus, {canplay(X, X) : − true.}, {}) allows mus to be played.
2. The license lic(mus, {}, {}) does not allow any operation on mus.
3. The license
lic(a, ∆, {expires ≡ 10/10/2003})

(1)

where ∆ is
{canplay(B, B) : − today(D), get value(B, expires, Exdate), Exdate > D.}
allows to play a until the given expiration day.
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(2)

get value(B,n,V) is a primitive call that reports in V the value of the name n according to the set of
bindings B. To further clarify how this last license actually works, we need to explain the role of the
domain: notice that in the previous example we refer to the call today(D) that is not defined anywhere.
today(D) should be also regarded as a primitive call, that binds the variable D to the current system
date. In the remainder, we gather all such primitives in a special program that we call the domain,
denoted D. Notice that there can be many domains in which licenses reside, and probably a domain
will have different meanings for the primitives than another domain.
Changing the Bindings There are situations in which the “execution” of a license should be followed
by a modification on the set of bindings. Consider for instance a license that allows to play a piece of
music only a given number of times: every time a play action is carried out, a counter should be
increased. This is done by means of the primitive set value(Oldbindings, name, value, N ewbindings).
This primitive allows a name from a binding to be associated with a new value, which we use to support
the evolution of licences. Consider, for instance, the following license:
lic(a, ∆, {played times ≡ 3})

(3)

where ∆ consists of the following clause:
canplay(B, B0) : − get value(B, played times, R), R < 10, set value(B, played times, R + 1, B 0 ).
Here, we first extract the value of variable played times into local variable R. Then, if we have not
exhausted the possible playing times allowed by the license (in this case, 10), we proceed to increase the
value of played times from bindings B to R + 1, into new output bindings set B 0 .

2.2

The Rules

Licenses typically reside inside a device. The communication between this device and the licenses is done
by means of rewrite rules. Their syntax is that of multiset rewriting (we adopt Gamma notation [3, 2]),
where rules are of the form:
name(args)

: lms → rms ⇐ cond

Here name(args) is a prolog atom representing the license name and arguments (we call this atom
rule label ); lms represents the original (left) multiset, which is to be replaced with (right) multiset rms;
cond refers to the conditions of applying the rule. A condition is a list of queries to the clauses of a
license, of the form ∆ ` φ. We write ∆ ` φ whenever query φ succeeds in program ∆. (We consider
the primitives of the mentioned domain D also available at run time.) An example for a rule is the
following:
play(X)

2.3

: lic(X, ∆, B) → lic(X, ∆, B 0 )
⇐ ∆ ` canplay(B, B 0)

(4)

LicenseScript Execution Model

In the sequel we say that a term t matches with a term s if there exists a substitution σ, Dom(σ) = Var(t)
such that tσ = s. σ is called the matching substitution. It is clear that if a term matches with another
one there exists a unique matching substitution.
As we already mentioned, licenses are represented by terms of the form lic(content, ∆, B). For the
sake of exposure, we assume that all available licenses are stored in a multiset MS. Intuitively, the
whole process of execution of actions in LicenseScript, proceeds as follows:
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1. the environment (e.g., the user) communicates to a device (e.g., a TV set) the desire of execution
of a given command. This command is called a request action, and contains information about
what action wants to be executed, and over what content the action should be applied to. Request
actions are represented by Prolog atoms. For example, a possible action is play(music piece).
2. The device that receives the action request, checks if there is a rule whose label matches with the
requested action.
For instance, action play(a) matches with the head of the rule play(X) : lic(X, ∆, B) → lic(X, ∆, B 0) ⇐
∆ ` canplay(B, B 0). The matching substitution in this case is σ = {X/a}.
In principle, there could be more than one label matching the request action. However, it is very
easy to avoid this situation, so we assume that at most one label will be able to match the request.
If there are no labels matching the request, the request fails.
3. Suppose that the rule rule(arg) : lms → rms ⇐ cond matches with the request atom, with
matching substitution σ1 .
We have to check whether there exists one (or more) license(s) in MS that can be matched with
the lhs of the rule.
If there exists a sub-multiset lics of MS and a substitution σ2 such that
(a) lms σ1 σ2 = lics, and
(b) cond σ1 σ2 succeeds with computed answer σ3 .
Now, the requested action is authorized and can be carried out. Recall that σ3 carries the new
bindings.
(Actually, there can be some nondeterminism here, since there could be different sub-multisets
lics of MS satisfying the above conditions and even more than one σ2 . This corresponds to the
possible situation in which the user possesses more than one license that allows him to effectuate
the desired action. In this case, we can assume that the system asks the user which license should
be used).
4. The final step involves updating the multiset: this is done by replacing lics in MS with rmsσ1 σ2 σ3 .
Example 2 Let MS be the multiset containing the following licenses: {lic(music, Γ, C), lic(video, Σ, D)},
where C = {played times ≡ 2} and D = {played times ≡ 10}, and
Γ = Σ = {canplay(B, B0) : −get(B, played times, N), N < 10, set(B, played times, N + 1, B 0 )}
Let R be the following singleton set of rewriting rules:
{play(X) : lic(X, ∆, B) → lic(X, ∆, B 0) ⇐ ∆ ` canplay(B, B 0)}
Now, suppose the environment requests the action play(music). This will match rule play(X), giving
matching σ1 = {X/music}.
The next step involves for looking in MS for possible occurrences of lic(music, ∆, B). The only
possible match is, of course, lic(music, Γ, C). This gives us matching σ2 = {∆/Γ, B/C}.
Now, condition ∆ ` canplay(C, B 0) has to be evaluated. Since variable played times is less than 10
in C, the canplay(C, B 0) succeeds in the Prolog program ∆, hence the condition is satisfied. We get the
computed answer substitution σ3 = {B0 /{played times ≡ 3}.
Finally, the update of MS is carried out. License lic(music, Γ, C) is removed from MS, and substituted with lic(music, Γ, C 0), where C 0 = {played times ≡ 3}.
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Example 3 Consider the same multiset and rules of the previous example. Suppose now request action
play(video) is issued. This action, even though has a matching rule and a matching license in the
multiset, cannot be carried out completely. This is so since, in the unique matched license (that is,
lic(video, Σ, D)) condition ∆ ` canplay(B, B 0) does not hold.
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DJ Examples

In this section we provide some additional examples, showing the flexibility of LicenseScript.

3.1

Authorized Domain

We start by showing a simple way how authorized domains could be implemented in LicenseScript. To
this end, we use a unique identification to represent an authorized domain. This unique identification
could be the certificate of a system. Furthermore, we introduce two license bindings, in domain and
to domain in the license: in domain is used to represent the domain where the license is currently valid,
to domain represents the domain to which the license is allowed to move.
For example, to state that the edit operation is only valid in the domain cert, we can use the
following license
where

lic(mus, ∆, {in domain ≡ cert})
∆ = canedit(B, B 0 ) : − identify(Id1), get value(B, in domain, Id2),Id1 = Id2 .

(5)

The rule for the edit operation is then:
edit(mus)

:

lic(mus, ∆, B) → lic(mus, ∆, B 0)

⇐ ∆ ` canedit(B, B 0)

(6)

The subquery identify(Id1) is a primitive in D, which is used to model the identification of the current
domain (i.e. to retrieve the identity of the current domain). This license checks that the identification
of the current authorized domain must be equal to the identification of the authorized domain stated in
the license.
Changing the Domain The edit rule does not change the authorized domain. To illustrate the
influence of changing the authorized domain, we use another operation in the DJ system, move operation.
The license to move a music track from one domain to another domain may look like this:
lic(mus, ∆, {in domain ≡ cert1, to domain ≡ cert2 })

(7)

This license signifies that the license is allowed to move from authorized domain with identification
value of cert1 to authorized domain with cert2 . The clauses ∆ of the license can be written as follows:
canmove(B, B 0)

: − identify(Id1), get value(B, to domain, Id2), Id1 = Id2 ,
set value(B, in domain, Id2, B 0 ), set value(B, to domain, Id1, B 0 ).

(8)

When the license is moved to authorized domain cert2, the primitive atom of the authorized domain
D, identify(Id1) retrieves the identification value of the current authorized domain (where the license is
moved to). A check is made to see whether the license is allowed to move to this authorized domain, akin
to Clause 5. If the check succeeds, the values of the bindings in domain and to domain are exchanged.
Thereby indicating the license is allowed to move back to the original authorized domain.
Therefore, the rule for the move operation can be built as follows:
move(mus)

: lic(mus, ∆, B) → lic(mus, ∆, B 0)
⇐ ∆ ` canmove(B, B 0)
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(9)

3.2

Payment

We now show how various forms of payment can be modelled in LicenseScript.
We assume that a license can carries balance represented by the binding wallet = x. We postulate
the existence of a new primitive, add to balance to increase the balance. Before attempting to perform
any other operations on the music track, the Wallet must be loaded. The relevant clause of the license
for this purpose would be:
canload(B, B 0) : − add to balance(M), get value(B, wallet, W), W 0 is W + M,
set value(B, wallet, W0, B 0 ).
The rule for load operation may be written as follows:
load(mus)

: lic(mus, ∆, B) → lic(mus, ∆, B 0)
⇐ ∆ ` canload(B, B 0 )

(10)

There are at least three common alternatives of payment: before-use, after -use and per -use [5]. In the
rest of this section take the play operation as our illustration of the aforementioned payment methods.
The rule for the pay operation can be written as follows:
pay(mus)

: lic(mus, ∆, B) → lic(mus, ∆, B 0)
⇐ ∆ ` dopay(B, B 0 )

The license bindings should include
{wallet ≡ m, owner ≡ cert1, rate ≡ x, provider ≡ cert2, paid ≡ false, used ≡ false}

(11)

Here rate designates the rate of payment, while provider represents the content provider to whom
the money must be transferred; paid is a boolean indicating whether the payment has already taken
place; similarly, used is used to indicate if the license has been used. The clause for pay-before-use is:
dopay(B, B 0 ) : − get value(B, used, Used), Used = false, get value(B, paid, Paid),
Paid = false, get value(B, wallet, Balance), get value(B, rate, Rate),
get value(B, provider, Pro), Balance ≥ Rate, N is Balance − Rate,
transfers(Pro, Rate), set value(B, wallet, N, B 0),
set value(B, paid, true, B 0).

(12)

Here the value of rate is deducted from the balance; the binding of paid is set to true to indicate
the payment has been made; the primitive transfers(Pro, Rate) models the transfer of money to the
provider.
The license clause for the play operation can be constructed as follows:
canplay(B, B 0 ) : − get value(B, paid, Paid), Paid = true, get value(B, used, Used),
Used = false, set value(B, used, true, B 0).

(13)

We may introduce two types of pay-after-use: (1) bulk payment, and (2) payment for the used period.
The bulk payment license contains the similar license bindings of pay-before-use license, as shown in
bindings 11.
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The clause of the license for the bulk payment can be written as follows:
dopay(B, B 0)

: − get value(B, paid, Paid), Paid = false, get value(B, used, Used),
Used = true, get value(B, wallet, Balance), get value(B, rate, Rate),
get value(B, provider, Pro), Balance ≥ Rate, N is Balance − Rate,
transfers(Pro, Rate), set value(B, wallet, N, B 0),
set value(B, paid, true, B 0).

(14)

where the binding used is checked if the license is used.
Notice the difference between the bulk payment after use and pay before use is that the binding used
must be true for bulk payment after use, otherwise for pay before use.
For the second pay-after-use method (just pay for the period of use), the license bindings include:
{wallet ≡ m, owner ≡ cert1, rate ≡ x, provider ≡ cert2, paid ≡ false, used ≡ 0}

(15)

The novelty here is that used is now a positive integer that records the length of time the license
has been used. The clauses for the corresponding license is:
dopay(B, B 0 ) : − get value(B, paid, Paid), Paid = false, get value(B, used, Used),
Used > 0, get value(B, wallet, Balance), get value(B, rate, Rate),
get value(B, provider, Pro), N is Used ∗ Rate,
Balance ≥ Rate, M is Balance − N, transfers(Pro, N),
set value(B, wallet, M, B 0), set value(B, paid, true, B 0).

(16)

To show how the play operation acquires pay after use (for certain used period), we build the license
clause as follows:
canplay(B, B 0 ) : − get value(B, paid, Paid), Paid = false, get value(B, used, Used),
Used = 0, logs(U), set value(B, used, U, B 0).
(17)
where the primitive logs(U) models the system logging the length of the time the DJ has played (say,
by streaming) the music track.
The license bindings for pay-per-use may be listed as follows:
{wallet ≡ m, owner ≡ cert1 , rate ≡ x, provider ≡ cert2}

(18)

where the binding rate ≡ x designates the rate of the payment, while provider ≡ cert 2 represents the
content provider who provides the music track, and to whom the money transfers.
The clause for pay-per-use license is similar to Clause 12. The difference between pay-before-use and
pay-per-use is that there is no payment indicator (the binding paid) in the pay-per-use license:
canplay(B, B 0 ) : − get value(B, wallet, Balance), get value(B, rate, Rate),
get value(B, provider, Pro), Balance ≥ Rate, N is Balance − Rate,
transfers(Pro, Rate), set value(B, wallet, N, B 0).
(19)

3.3

Clipping

In our system, a DJ who has purchased a music track from a content provider requires some comments
from other DJs. She can clip the license and the content, and then she may send the clipped results to
other DJs to listen to.
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The license looks like this:
lic(mus, ∆, {length ≡ 240})

(20)

Here the binding of length represents the length of the music track, which in this case 240 seconds.
The license clause for clip operation may be written as follows:
canclip(B, B 0) : − get value(B, length, L), L > 0, copy bindings(B, B 0),
N is L ∗ 0.5, set value(B, length, N, B 0).

(21)

Here the primitive copy bindings(B, B 0) copies the bindings of one license to another, in this case
from B to B 0 . The new license generated, with the new set of bindings B 0 represents 120 seconds.
The corresponding rule for clip operation may be written as follows:
clip(mus)

:

lic(mus, ∆, B) → lic(mus, ∆, B), lic(mus, ∆, B 0)

⇐ ∆ ` canclip(B, B 0 )

(22)

The clipped license can be sent to other DJs to achieve the purpose of fair use.

4

Related Work

In this section, we briefly discuss the related work. We elaborate the digital rights language proposed
by Gunter et al. and Pucella and Weissman.
Gunter et al. [5] from InterTrust Technologies Corporation and Pucella and Weissman [11] from
Cornell University have presented two logics for licenses. Gunter et al. by borrowing techniques from
programming semantics [6], have developed a model and a language for describing licenses. Their logic
consists of a domain of sequences of events called realities. In their logic, an event e ∈ Event is modelled
as a pair of time t ∈ T ime and action a ∈ Action:
e ::= t : a
Two kinds of action have been envisaged:
a ::= render[w, d] | pay[x]
Here w ∈ W ork denotes the copyrighted work (content); d ∈ Device represents a device; and x is a
decimal number, representing the amount of payment. render[w, d] denotes the action of rendering the
work w on device d. pay[x], as the name implies, symbolizes the action of paying an amount of x for
using the work. Therefore, the event t : render[w, d] implies that the work w is rendered on device d at
time t. Only one event is allowed at a time. A finite set of events is embodied in a reality, r ∈ Reality.
A license, l ∈ License, is a set of realities. Most licenses consist of infinitely many realities in order to
allow the use of a work at one or more of infinitely many times during some period.
Using the proposed model, Gunter et al. have formularized several standard license types, which
they call simple licenses. The simple licenses are “Up Front” (pay before use), “Flat Rate”(pay after
use) and “Per Use”(pay per use). Simple licenses can be used as the building blocks of more complex
licenses.
Pucella and Weissman follow up Gunter et al.’s effort with more rigour [11]. The following summarizes the core concepts:
• There are 4 standard domains: (1) N for license names (every license is assigned a name), (2) W
for works (copyrighted works), (3) D for devices (for rendering works), (4) A for atomic actions
(which is a union of the render and the pay action).
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• There are 3 syntactic categories: (1) action expression, (2) license, (3) formula.
• An action expression α is composed of action-name pairs (i.e. pairs of (a, n) where a ∈ A and
n ∈ N ). Action expressions are either permitted (P α) or obligatory (Oα). (This distinction is
what makes their logic more accessible and complete than Gunter et al.’s.)
• A license l is an action sequence (not to be confused with an action expression).
• A formula is made up of n : l terms and α terms. n : l means the action sequence l is valid for the
license labelled n.
• A run r associates a time t with the licenses issued at that time and the actions performed by the
client at that time. At most, one action per time per license can occur.
• An interpretation π is a tuple (P, O) where P is a permission assignment and O is an obligation
assignment. Simply speaking, if (a, n) ∈ P (t), then action a is permitted by license n at time t.
Similar intuition applies to O(t).
• The consistency notion says that if an interpretation π enforces all the permissions and obligations
required by the licenses issued by a run r, then π is consistent with r. In other words, checking for
license violation in a run boils down to checking whether the prevailing interpretation is consistent
with the run.
LicenseScript uses multiset rewriting which is more expressive than the denotational semantics of
Gunter et al. LicenseScript is also readily subject to logical parallelism. Pucella et al.’s logic is only
a starting point, with the assumption of one client and one provider and therefore definitely does not
cater for concurrency, like LicenseScript does. To state the obvious, Pucella et al. also have not yet
taken into account the malleability of licenses and contents (e.g. as a result of “clipping” and “mixing”),
and the concepts of authorized domains.

5

Conclusions and Future Work

We propose a novel rights language based on multiset rewriting and logic programming: LicenseScript.
We present the design of the language using a scenario that represents an elaborate pattern of use of
content. In this scenario, a DJ edits, clips and mixes music such that the terms and conditions on the
music used and produced by the DJ are satisfied.
LicenseScript differs from other DRLs in that it has an explicit static and dynamic part. The terms
and conditions on content form the static part. These terms and conditions usually derive from legal,
regulatory and business rules, and are therefore appropriately expressed using Prolog clauses [12]. A
license is used in a changing context and must therefore have the ability to evolve. The dynamics are
represented by interpreting a license as an element of a multi-set to which multi-set rewrite rules are
applied. These rules represent the way in which the context (devices and systems) act upon licences. The
dual nature of a license (static vs dynamic) is thus represented by a two-tier structure of LicenseScript.
The two levels are linked by a set of bindings that represents the current state of the evolution.
Future work is threefold. Firstly, we will endow the language with a trace-based semantics, which
allows us to reason about the evolvement of licences. This will make it possible to design licences in such
a way that no unexpected patterns of use will emerge (safety) and secondly that desirable patterns of use
can emerge (liveness). Secondly we will implement the language, using an existing DRM platform [4].
Thirdly, we plan to study in detail relevant legal, regulatory and business cases to ensure that the
language is convenient to use.
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Appendix
In this section, we compare our system to that of Pucella et al. [11], by showing how a central example
of [11] can be rendered in LicenseScript.
Pucella et al.[11] consider the scenario of an owner of an online journal requiring a fee to be paid before
each access. This scenario is similar to the pay-per-use operation that we have shown in section 3.2,
with a slight dissimilarity: the users must pay before even activates the application to read the digital
journal (our payment is activated when the user activates the application).
Pucella et al.’s license is written as follows:
l

= ((pay[f ee](⊥)∗ render[journal, d])∪ ⊥)∗

(23)

where d is the device that the user uses to access the journal; ⊥ represents the null or ”do nothing”
action; pay[f ee] is the action of paying amount f ee; render[journal, d] is the action of accessing the
journal using the device d (Refer to Reference [11] for more details on their logic).
Notice that the notations we apply in the following examples refer to section 3.2. We can express
the similar license by using the LicenseScript language:
lic(journal, ∆, {wallet ≡ m, paid ≡ false, rate ≡ n, provider ≡ cert})

(24)

To express the pay and render operation, we build the license clauses, ∆ as follows:
dopay(B, B 0 ) : − get value(B, paid, Paid), get value(B, wallet, Balance),
get value(B, rate, Rate), Paid = false, Balance ≥ Rate,
get value(B, provider, Provider), transfers(Provider, Rate),
N is Balance − Rate, set value(B, wallet, N, B 0),
set value(B, paid, true, B 0).
canrender(B, B 0 ) : − get value(B, paid, Paid), Paid = true,
set value(B, paid, false, B 0).

(25)

Beware that after the render operation (shown in Clause 25), the binding Paid is reset to false.
Thereby, the user needs to make the payment again if she likes to access the journal again.
Finally, our rules for both of the operations above can be built as follows:
pay(journal)

render(journal)

:

lic(journal, ∆, B) → lic(journal, ∆, B 0)

⇐ ∆[B] ∪ D ` dopay(B, B 0 )

(26)

: lic(journal, ∆, B → lic(journal, ∆, B 0)
⇐ ∆[B] ∪ D ` canrender(B, B 0)

(27)
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